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Abstract
The advent of smartphones in the last times makes them an attractive way to robotic control, mainly in Educational Robotics (ER). This paper talks about the development of a Platform, a hardware to control robotics devices using a mobile phone by Bluetooth.
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Introduction
Robotics is a topic that can conciliate the abstract with the concrete as computer instructions command the environment around him. When applied on educational works show herself like a ludic and practical way to interdisciplinarity and in transmit of values like responsibility, creativity and problem resolution skill.

The smartphones are familiar equipment for almost the entire population, so the use of these devices makes the robotics more attractive in educational environment.

Results and Discussion
The “brain” of platform, shown in Image 1, is an Arduino UNO, a much applied microcontroller in robotics because he doesn’t demands expertise in electronic or programming.

Image 1. Platform developed in his final stage

To make the communication between Arduino and cell phone, by Bluetooth, was employed a XBee module that receive an wireless information and transmit to controller, by serial. This means that module works like a bridge between the microcontroller and the module. Aiming the possibilities of control for the largest numbers of robots, the developed hardware has standard gates with RJ12 connector, i.e., just needs that the actuator (motor, valves, pumps, etc.) has a pair of this connector to make a link with platform.

This tool follows the correspondent logic: a data is sent from smartphone (with the app Bluetooth RC Controller), received by XBee module and interpreted in Arduino. If that information is “turn on” some actuator linked a gate of platform, the microcontroller’s correspondent output turns high. If that information is “turn off” the actuator, the Arduino’s output turns low.

An example of application for this platform consists on control from toy car movement. For this purpose the car has 2 motor, one for traction and another for the direction which both are connected at platform gates.

Conclusions
Because of popularization of smartphones in entire world, the usage of these devices in robotics can make her cheaper and attractive, a first step to familiarization of science.

Like said, the developed platform, shown in this paper, has a lot of applications because of her standard link, depending of the finality and the actuator that is connected in her gates. To control a robot or any robotic devices needs only connect his motors in this tool.
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